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ORGANIZATION AIJD AT'TJi HkITC^

1. The first joint Meeting of IiiCA Working Party on Intra-African

Trade and OAU ad- hoc Committee of Fourteen on .Trade and Development

took place in. Addis Ababa from 28 March 'to 2 April 1966. His Excel

lency Mr. Diallo Telli, the Administrative Secretary-General of the

Organization for African Unity, delivered an opening address followed

by an address by Mr. it.k.A. Gardiner, executive secretary Qf the

Economic Commission for Africa. The two addresses are reproduced in

Annexes II and III of this report.

2. The meeting was attended by delegates from the following member

countries: Algeria, Cameroons Congo (Leo)s Ivory Coast, Ethiopia,

Ghana, Madagascar, Kalawi, Morocco Nigeria, Tanzania, Togo, Tunisia,

UAR, Gambia. In addition, .-observers from FAO, GATT, IBRD and UITCTaD

.attended the meeting. The list'of participants is reproduced in

Annex IV.

3- Mr. 3dwin■ Obayan (Nigeria), Mr, BeHele.,Jindeshaw (Ethiopia),

.Dr. Saleh Toulan (UAa) and Mrv;.:Ali Kechairi. (,-lgeria) were unanimously

elected as Chairman, Vice-Chairmen and Rapporteur respectively for

,;fche meeting. It was decided that the elected executive would form the

Drafting Committee for the purpose of preparing the report of the Meeting,

4. The Provisional Agenda submitted by the Secretariat was adopted.

It is reproduced in Annex I.

U^VIliW OF ACTIvrriiES IN T:^DS Atu

(Ageu lc Item 4)

5. In considering this item of the Agenda the i-jorking Party had

before it the following documents»

(a) as a working paper, Genera-. Review of Activities in Trade

and Customs (s/C!::.14/^r.: / j) and

(b) as backgrourvi papers^ J5CA,. annual Reports, 4 March 1962 -

23 February I965 (s/CN.14/;">29-29O/llev.l - 343/itev.l) and

^CA, Reports of the first and second sessions of the Standing

Committee on Trade (ii/Cll.14/'174 a,nd 253).
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6. It was emphasized from the outset that forking Party should not

confine itself to mere discussion. Its role, rather, was to review

existing policies and problems in., the field, of Trade and Customs and

to.recommend specific courses of action in this regard.

7. On this premise, the working Party focussed:; its attention on four

main issues. ■ ■ .

(a) the establishment of a' Comiuon Custo:fn^^om'ejiclature for all

African countries, as called for by ,Xix resolution 14Q(VIl)

which adopted the Brussels Tariff Fomenclature.. f.or, this

purpose; '■"' ■ ■ ....

1 (b) the simplification and standardization of external trade docu

ments as the next- logical step in establishing the.institutional

framework for economic co-operation in Africa; . ■ .

■■ (c) the promotionLof th-e transit trade, particularly in i/est Africa,

as a most urgent.necessity for the development of tho land-

. locked states of Africa,

(d) training and the_jiij^sj^n^ti^Sll^^JSf. and information on

,; trade customs matters.

Common Customs- Nomenclature

8. The Secretariat reported that good progress has .-been made in this

field. Gambia, Ghana and Ei^eria had already introduced their new

tariffs based on the Brussels Tariff Xoraenclature and Ethiopia, Liberia,

Malawi, Sierra Leone, Sudan and Zambia had all made considerable progress

with their technical transpositions. Only from ikCSO and Somalia was

definite information still awaited.-^ " ■.■•■"

9. It was explained that so much progress1 'haa been achieved in such a

short time partly because of' the presence of JCa and other Customs

Advisers .in the field and partly because of the ready'"collaboration of

the Customs Co-operation Council in checking the transpositions in

draft and advising on any difficult points which came:up.'

1/ The French-speaking countries, U,U. and Libya adopted-the BT*T some
time ago.
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10. It was agreed that, those, .few countries which had not yet fully ,

adopted the BTN should - given the .importance of such adoption - /be,

encouraged to do so as quickly, as. possible both, by- making them.aware

o-f a recommendation of : the Working Party, tp this, effect ,and by, arranging

for visits "by customs expert.©..from" .the ■ Secretariat. •■;, It was further .

agreed to communicate the terms of this recommendation to the forth

coming meeting of East African Heads of State.

The vBTN, SITC and other nomenclatures .: . ..... ■- ..-■ . -■ ■ ..., .

11.: The Working Party considered' also the relationships between the :

BOtt'and other trade nomenclatures, notably ;tihe SITC.'- It^noted'tMt°70

countries had now adopted the BTH and a'further 17 (manyJof-them'in1 ;r

"Africa) were in the process of doing so. ' "'■ '■ :: ' '■ "■*-J- ' ■•■-' ■''-'

12. The policy of adopting the BT1T for Africa had been definitely

decided upon b;y the full session of the Commission and was not therefore

a matter, for discussion^ the storking Party noted, however, that the BTIvr

being designed on a commodity basis was primarily suitable for customs

and.revenue purposes. The SITC was eminently suitable for purposes of

economic planning, analysis and policy,and had in fact been adopted by

the United Nations. It was remarked that the BTEJ can readily be con

verted to the SITC when necessary. ' ~'

The standardization of trade documents

..'■ 13- The forking Party noted the research and negotiation which had been

undertaken ty the iXE in this field and the initiative of the Executive

Secretary In bringing this to the notice of African, countries and, inyi-

- ting their collaboration in organization of research ana negotiations

in African ■ . / : ■■,......■.

14. The immediate step in prospect was" agreement on the standardization

of export documents,"if'possible on the basis of a key model formby

which one typing operation could produce a series o'f documents required

: for export purpases. This would be .a prelude to other measures for the

general simplification and stanuardi-z.a1tion pf procedures and. documentation

in respect of international trade.' The importance of these steps to the

development of intra-African trade was noted by the Working Party,
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15. -The present disparities "between procedures and documents used in'"

African countries was an appreciable obstacle to the"growth of trade,

and tore with particular hardness on smaller African businessmen now-

trying to establish themselves. In some cases it was felt that existing

procedures were too cumbersome and time-consuming and "involved exces'sive

work. - ' -: ■ ■ " ' " •■.■■'-..: >■■■.-".:.

16. The forking Party welcomed therefore the initiative of the Executive

Secretary in circulating to member countries^ model export4cey for •■■ ■

consideration and also; a general guide on the. entire subject of simpli

fication and standardization; whilst recognizing the.need for African

solutions in this field to^be adapted to specifically African and local

conditions, it considered that it was-essential :to take advantage, of. the

research that has been done in this field,by ECU and other bodies in

iilurope. It was recognized that any programme of standardization would

call for a spirit of compromise and co-operation among African countries.

The result would, however, be well worthwhile and the benefits tangible.

Conservatism in these matters on the part of some customs administrations

might be encountered; for this reason a top level government decision

on the principle of simplification and standardization would be necessary,

17. The Executive Secretary suggested that-.the achievement of .standardiza

tion should comprise three stepsz discussion to secure agreement on

principles^ expert visits to governments to" promote action;," and the train

ing of necessary officials. He further suggested that the Working Party

should agree on a time-table for recommendation to governments, who

should be encouraged to approach the Secretariat for any necessary

assistance. The Secretariat in turn would approach international orga

nizations such as the GATT and the UHCTAD. The Executive Secretary made

it clear that if the Working.Party decided, for example, on a two or,

three year programme then the Secretariat would provide the necessary

technical assistance. . .

18. It was agreed to recommend to governments that they should accept

the suggested principles of standardization and simplification of trade

documents'and that they should notify the Executive Secretary of such *
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C. DISSIPATION OF TRAINING MATERIAL ARD INFORMATION

(i) The ^CA "Notes on Customs AdmihiB^a^ioi^'-btts^-'Ott-^e^ttres'given

■■•at Customs Trailing Courses should be -included ±n an *,CA< training

■ ■ ■■ r.T . -kit; .■■■■■ ■ ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■"

■ (ii). The Secretariat should 'prepare and include in .the iXA kit for

"...distribution (if possible within'the present-'-year) material in

the fields of Trade and Customs including^;."

. ; ■ ; -(-a). A manual on the techniques of Trade promotion;

:,...; (b) A manual on Trade Intelligence; and .<.:.

.. (c) A comprehensive bibliography,

D, CUSTOMS''SIMINAR "

(i) 3CA should convene, if possible in■ 19&ly a-Gu-s^omS' Seminar similar

.: . ;•■.< .in its saope arid organization-to that recently-convened in the

■ _ . .. ■-.■■field of general tax administration; ■ -;" ='"■. : - -■

■ ■:■ (ii) .Member s;ta:tes should send to .tfhis Seminar Heads of. Customs

Administration, other senior officials and members of the commercial

■.,- community concerned with, customs policy and; administration;

■-.: (ilr) The purpose of this Seminar het-

(a) to provide for a itopJlevel exchange of v-ieVs.and experience

.. . . . .- . "between African customs '.administrations;. ;.■ • ■

■-i .-.■::< \(b) to make practical recommendatdons- ■•£or. the improvement and

...r ..,;-. ■ .strengthening of customs administration in Africa;

;(c) to review progress made on current moves ;on this direction such

as tha implementation of the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature, the

standardization of export documents, etc.; (:'l)

(d) to, review and make recommendations, regarding training needs

.in the customs .field; , . ■

(e) to .make.recommendations for the.promotion of oo-operation

between African Customs Administrations ^particularly in matters

relating to transit, frontier and intra-Jlfrican trade;

(f) to indicaW-the-direction-in- wtiich international-organizations

'■ such as ^ci,' "CCC,lUUCTAJ), etc. J can best'assist on these matters.
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S. TRANSIT TRAPS -~W2ST~AFRICA " '"

■-.*...■ (i),Mem^er..s:"fcates in the West African, sub-region., should collaborate

fully with the Secretariat in the steps recently., taken to promote

the development of the transit,trade in.West Africa (df, the

. . _executive Secretary's circular letter ORG.42p/STC/TRANS of the

19th of July. I.965);

(ii) In this connection, member governments should consider the points

mentioned in the Annex to this recommendation as a possible basis

for agreeing on standard arrangements and procedures in respect

of the transit trade covering the entire sub-region.

F- STANDARDIZATION OF THADj^ DOCUMENTS :"" ""'

_ . (i) Member states should.accept the principle of standardization and

simplification of trade documents.and should notify the Lxecutive

, Secretary within six months of receiving, this recommendations;

(ii) Member states should collaborate with the Secretariat and other

_ , .. ..international bodies.:on the simplification and standardization

of trade documents and related procedures (as requested-in the

Executive. Secretary1s .circular letters ^CO. 220/2/2 of

7 June 196.5.and,7 March I966) and should,. where; they had not

. .already done so? consider favourably the establishment of national

committees on which both government departments and the commercial

., _. community would be fully represented in order to discuss and

promote this iiiatuer in xneir own countries.

(iii) The Executive Secretary-should; . ... :■■■;.

.-..-■ (a) Seek, the help of other international-/organizations including

JiJCE, CCCf UNCTAD and GATT in ijDplementing.:this programme;

■ : - ■;..(,^) report- on-progress in., this .field to the Eighth Session of the

.■; .. ■.. .. ■ .Gommissioni - " ; .. .. ;.: ; : "■.„..

- ;" ASBQCIATIon'WITH TH^ CUSTOMS CO-01'i.RATlON 'CGUHCIL

(i) Those African countries which had" not already done so should

consider joining the CTconiclj '

(ii) The Executive Secretary should provide such countries with

the necessary backbround material for this purpose.
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TO KjCQMMjJTDATION' S ■"-■■■■

Proposals for Transit Trade Agreements

1. Issue of documents in camet form by an international organization

as envisaged by the T.I.R. convention . ■ . . ;

or ''.'■'■:i. , ._.■....■'

Preparation of-documents as at present (or in carnet form) by transitors

' ;' ■ ""6T'' tfieir1 "'agentsIT" " " .... ■

2. Bond cover required

Through bond covur given.as. now by,transitors or their,authorised agents

either by means of a single bond or by separate bonds covering each of

■ the countries through or into which the goods pass in transit. Bonds

inaj be' general (i.e. covering a number of consignments'over a fixed or

1 indefinite 'period of time) or specific (i.e. covering a single consign

ment') .■'""'

3. Licensing by customs of transporters engaged in the transit trade.

4. Approval of vehicles or road/rail containers*.
*£V-- . . ■ ■ . -o..: ■ ■ ■ ■

5. Secure vehicles (or road/rail containers) capable of being put*under

customs lock or seal, for carriage of packaged and high duty goods in

transit. ;. . .

'.6■■;■-■ Documentation ■■■ ■: •..■■■■-u. ■-■ -•■ ■

Customs documentation so that eaoh vehicle or obntainer'arri'ves at a

frontier station accompanied.by a .carnet relating only to,that, vehicle/

container and its contents. , ,■..::■::. ■■ .-,

7. Certificates of exportation on the-lines^of■ the T/t.R. Convention.
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MODEL CONVENTION FOR TRADE CO-OPERATION; IN .AFRICA

_ : .., ._ AGENDA ITEM NO.6

1. In'considering J-EHi£T item on the agenda the Working1'tarty had-before „

it the following documents11' ... . ,',. ..-.-■ ..

Working papery

Elements of a Model Convention for Sub-regiooal Coffi©oi> Markets in

Africa (e/CN.14/WP.1/i).

Analysis of Questionnaire on Intra-African""'Trade' ( S'/CN. 14/WP. 1/5)

Eleven background papers' were'"also available.

2.. . Opening the discussion the Chairman expressed the hope that by the

end of. the meeting some form of model convention .would have "been worked

put. In this connexion he urged participants ..to decide between the free

trade and common market forms of organization in the African context.

.3. -.The./paper on the Elements of a Model Convention for Sub-regional

Common Markets in Africa (E/CN.u/wP.l/l) and the paper on the Questionnaire

on Intra-African Trade (E/CN.I4/WP.1/5) were introduced ■by-'the secretariat*

4. The Executive Secretary'questioned the usefulness of:exi'sting defini

tions for"'African purposes. 'i*he problem was to develop tr;ade :in Africa,

and it was necessary to get away from foreign terms such as" free trade

areas, common markets, customs unions and liberalisation..-; and to .evolve

specifi'eally African-instruments for the solution of■ .African, problems.

5. There was a great deal of discussion on questions of1 definition and

appropriate forms of organization for' Africa from which^emerged general

-agreement -; on. the 'following points; -r /.■■... ., ■.-,?■■ ; •■

(a) That it was desirahle to find specifically African solutions' to

the problems of developing African trade;

That trade should be increased because it was an instrument of

economic development;
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■ ..it ■ . ■

(o) That African countries at present imported very significant

-.- -.quantities of.kgorod-B frorai-abroad; which could be-well be bought

from other African countries. One delegate gave specific

examples of the importance offoreign .foodstuffs in the imports

of Senegal, Dahomey, Mali, Upper Volta. and.,,the: Ivory Coast|

(d) That whatever form of organization emerged.'it wets very important

■ to ensure an equitable distribution-of^benefits^ ■■

(e) ; That what was now required were specific proposals,

6. It was-suggested by one.,delegate..that since African economies are

similar, "the. precise'problem is that ..of ..evolving, a form of organization

"that' would' permit the development of trade among similar economies^ in.an

^e.guitable. way.. Another, delegate thought that presen^probieqis arising

-;£rom .the inequitable, distribution of. gains in, for..example,., the existing

.Bast' African Common Market had to,.be solved first ;before:. further specific

steps could be -j;aken. . ,_ .. ... . . . , ..-■"., f:;';/.-"' .■";.,. .■■ '':'" ' ■'- ■

.c&£ T.he-V.Iilxeoutive Secretary thought -it 'was. necessary 'to. disengage from.'a

■'discuss-i?in of definitions-and concentrate on;actu:al'-!problems of in'tra-

Africa2ivtrade,.--.He asked if,..^.t- -were natomox* realistic for; countries to

-enter 'into bilateral or .mul't,ilateral.axrang%i©^ts^'-the-■negotiations towards

..which could in. the first instance lead-io sthe p!arti3l ^limittation of tariffs

■ and establish an^initiaj. schedule of ^,Qd|,to be traded. .,.Jh,e; area of 11;

...agreement .could :be widened in time and..,.eyeritu|L;Xly-the participating countries

■■iwpuld find;;fh>niselyes, in effect, in some ..form of free tr^4.e aj^ea, custpms

union or common; market. There was. the danger., that, the ..attempt ;,tq.,negotiate

■a general and far-reaching treaty from scratch would waste ..time, and energies,

A st,^p-"by-step.;approach was preferable. It should be, re,c.o^ni.zed, that;all

the elements of-a c,Qmmo.n. market form;.an en,tire1;y•,,,,I.t.was necessary tp^take

into consideration existing experience,...,..as,., for, ...example.,. ,in t^ei;!lyory .Coast

and other West African countries where there was free movement of labour from

the hinterland to coastal areas. It should be recognized that mobility of

labour should be complemented by mobility of capital.
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8.,.,.,The Executive Secretary .enumerated, as examples of specific commodities
for discussion, the -following: . ■■ ;:-. .-- ,; ...... ..■ . vr-

(;a) 'tooa item's-knd'animal feeds! "■ ' ' '' -'"^''('■
;iJ(V)°" fertilizers1 and chemicals5 r': •"■-■' ■ .'■" ■;■•/

'■ ? ■ (°) v^gxi^u-ltnral implements', ■ ..■ *■/.■.• " ■ ■ ■ -. '"''- .: ' ' : ■'

(d) "building■ materia-ls.-? .■ : ■.;:■.-.;.■ -..'... .-..■■■. :. ..

(e) sugar? ... . . ; ,.

(f) textiles/ : -

He etressed^he-need'to begin;from the existing situation anci referred to

the 'fact: that ih'-West^African^rade the main importers a^e Nigeria,"'Ghana,

Ivory--Cbast and Senegal, 3n;d::the main exporters Senegal, ' Ivory Coast, :Mali,

Upper Volta"and Kiger. The secretariat wSs preparedlo 'offer immediate-'

assistance in helpihg these ■ Countries to'Negotiate1 In^such a way aB"'to''r

produce the :necessary elemeAts'for a West'Aftrioan"Convention. The Executive

Secretary reminded delegates that they could at this'stage usefully discuss

the contents., of; a listvof commodities, whi oh ."might: he-exchanged among African

countries...Un tfee broader problems :of trade co-operation-dn Africa he

pointed.put that appropriate machinery for handling them was evolving. .

Specifically, there w.©re .now Bast and .Uorth African -Ministerial Councils.

^and it w!a8.;feope.4jSoo:]a;tQ..have-:a similar body in West -1 Africa.. ' • :. .

9. In Jfbe course of the dis'oussibn the observers'"from "the UITCTAD and the

GA^>xpre^edi;a;gre:emenrt^ith:the view ihat African solutions should be

fbunUto ^ffioatt"'-:pro^iem-fi. ":vTne TOCTAD d^server further emphasized the'need

for ensuring an "ediai^ble-distribution o;f: benefits *in " trading arrangements.

:The observer1^frorri-FAO;described :in some detail hfs 'organization's^Interest

in- sub-regional and regional "problems; " ie ^ferred^particula^ly "io th'e

work"-:of tiiie1'S&iB1 C^iniiftee';dn";ComifiodiV problems ah^'FAQ1 projections ^of 'tiie

likelyrfutu¥W dema^ f6r--primar^pr'oiiucts- on world
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10, The meeting was adjourned to permit heads of delegations to meet

,jin closed session* ■■ " ■■■ '■■■■'-'- ■' " " '- • -" ""

11, ; The con«e~nsus of'the closed meeting was:

(a) That specific. African conditions require African meohanisms. .

Experience elsewhere could serve as examples; ■ ..,.

(b) Thct the Executive Secretary be requested .to draw up^list,^ of, ^ .

products in which there coulafYe"free' trade on a suWegional

■'■• ::';1 'basis. These lists should''bej sent to member' States for ihe

■'■■';" '•■"■ ■■"purpose of negotiating on these products. As the next" step

-"■■'■- ■■■' products should be Identified "for negotiation "on-a'continental

-•■' ■■"-:-- basis; ~~ -

- (c)- That'the Working Party should discuss the various'"elements to

''■-■ "■" :(be included in model''bbnventions 'fop"'African sui>-fegions,' on the

' -•■■■ basis or document"-E/CN.I4/WP. l/l.'"'" " ■■'■■■ ■- ■

12, The following elements were discussed ■ ,:■ - ■■■ ■■•-I: ;".;.
»■ ^ --'■■■- t; - •■■

.(.a.);: Eemberahip, - jy '-..■■ .- •...:;-^..; ■- "-;.'• ''■"y ■■ --:? : *-■■-"■>'■ . - -'

iy;'-' 'There- wasi an' agreement that"thi& "questioni;did: nrbt "present"'a major problem,

f all -countries: of ;'a: :sub-region would be ideal solution, but, if

^1 a"--;starf "co'uld be"'inad^:by the formation of an initial, smaller'

group",''-which .sftould be progressively expanded.

(b) Trade liberalization ..... ....... .,,,„- :\ • • ■_ . .

.14,- It-was .agreed tha.1o^#onions must be made concerning the time ■limit:' to

be -set-.,on the abolition of trade restrictions, on-.the phasing of successive

.reductions of such restrictions, on the product coverage, and.the method:1

to be adopted in the process of. trade liberalization, e.g. ,■. fully automatic

..commitmen-ts., or a selective approach through-periodic inter-governmental

;-nego.tiations. - . . ■ . ■': ■-■ ■■:':':- ' ■ '■'-'".-■' -• ■• ■ ■■■

15. The Secretary-General of UKCTAD in this connexion drew attention'io

the-diff^^l^ies experienced in LAFTA because' of. the laok of automatic • '

.rconimitme.nts. and pointed out.that new proposals .recently1'made for the-.■ ' ^

-creation.,of a Latin American Common-Market, am.6ngiother measures/f.rrecommended

that countries of the region enter into a commitment gradually and automatic

ally to reduce tariffs within 10 years to a maximum of 20 per cent ad valorem

for each product.
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16. ."3fa« meeting decided'that the selective :aj>pr6acHJ might faav*rthe advant

age of flexibility under African conditions, where certain countries wish

temporarily to protect newly .established industries? "but thi% should not ■

exclude the possibility of considering the automatic approach where feasible
and'desirable. ■■•■...- ■ . ■ - ;

(o) Most-favoured-nation-treatment

17. It wa.s_ recognized- that these provisions-.ol.os.ely relate- to. those on

rules of competition and reciprocity of .benefits. ...The question was raised

of the international obligations which may involve the extension to non-

African ..countries of MFH...treatment mutually :granted ...by Af^can countries.

18. The representative of GATT was invited to comment on this matter. He

explained that there .are. two as.pects^of .this problem as far .as GATT is

concerned,.. There are .the. jprovisimts. of Article XXIV which refer only to

free trade areas and customs unions, and which are more flexible than their

formulation might suggest. For instance, under para. 10 of the Article, the

Contracting Parties can approve by a two-thirds majority preferential arrange

ments for less than "substantially all trade." The representative. af GATT

also referred to recent work in the. expansion of trade,.among developing coun

tries in CfATT's irade- and Development Committee and certain decisions reached

for examination at the current annual, session of the^Contracting Parties..

These decisions recognise tha.t developing countries ought :to enter into

preferential trade arrangements on a reasonable expectation of increased

productivity and the consequent contribution^ such ar^n^ments'"'can make

to their welfare. However", appropriate safeguards 'must be maintained for

the leas developed among the developing countries, and the interests of third

contracting-partie-s are-not to be damaged unnecessarily. - the developing coun

tries have been-invited to identify sectors or industries for such preferen

tial arrangements,-to make concrete proposals and-to enter into exploratory
talksi

19. The-Secretary-General of TOGTAD referred to the recent expe*4 meeting

on the expansion of trade among developing countries, and stated that UNCTAD

is concerned with this problem in the context of world trade liberalization.
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20. The Executive Secretary stated, in reply to a question from one^delegate,

that the ECA has received assurances from the EEC that the-relewhf"a#Tfef§s

• "■■■"■ or"the Y£ound<§;:Convention would not stand" in the way of effective operation

' o^-African groupings consisting of associated and non-associated countries,

' However;-this''Has not yet been; tested. "'The association of certain African
countrie^Jwim;the:CbmmohweaIth does not:1appearto present any problems. It

!*-s - was" furtSef^Oin^ed-'out'that-if African countries- were agreed"in ibiM matter

they 66uidbcl0nf>ronVextra-Afri.can groupings with "considerable bargaining pfcwer.

21. The'lssistant Administrative Secretary General of OAU pointed out that

this was a question of how far African countries were prepared to go in abandon

ing certain privileges for the sake of integration. This was- .essentially;- a

.... political problem, to,,he put .before the.Working Party on Integration.^ , .

-■■'■■'■'22^' H^^as-agreed-tEat'^ny'previous external commitments entered into by"

■■■■^AfriGa^6dun%ries": should ribt be allowed- to interfere-in the purely African

^ arrangements^" - -: "l" "■" ir ; " " " '-,. ,

Safeguard clauses ,.■.""". . . ■ : -.:

23-* r. The;'Exe^utive: Secretary stated that . thiec.should not be consideredi.as:a

._„,.. pa^al^zingoeleHi.ent,..but should be negotiated, in good faith. ; .,.,-..■

24; rlt-wa;i3 pointed'out ^y the Secretary- General .of meTAD-- that in Latin America

the apfr^c-H was'taken-that to ensure'reciprocity ■ all countries in aJJgrouping

should'be'-i:c61;iectiveiyrresponsible for looking after the weakest members. He

also mentiorievdethat whil4 balancing of trade was■HCt .the whole answer to' the

proble'in,Jin--fe1heiI5foposals referred to in para.. 15 above, contain a formula

whereby less-developed countries would_start automatic reductions only when .

their exports to the other members of the grpup.ing have increased substan^ally

as a result of the operation of the agreement, ^,

25. The meeting agreed., that safeguard clauses, were related to rules of competi

tion, reciprocity of benefits, and measures in favour of less-developed coun

tries of a sub-regional grouping^ and that it should be recommended to Member

States in the various sub-regions that they give particular attention to the

matter of an equitable distribution of benefits. Perhaps special sub-regional

committees could be set up to look into this matter.
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Transport and tranQit ; ■.,.. ■ . ■

26. The meeting recognized the necessity of adequate transport facilities for .

an expansion of intra-African trade, and it was agreed that'discussion under

agenda item 4 has adequately dealt with transit problems. Some, discussion 1

.also developed.on.the subject of the best way of collecting revenue on re

exports, from, coastal to inland.countries and, of.coping with uncontrolled trade,

a matter of particular interest to West Africa.' It was recognized that this

should be further explored, perhaps on a bilateral basis between interested

countries. ' : " ■ ■ ■ ■ " ■■■■ ■ : .,: ■■■ i ■■

Rules of origin . ' ..

27. After a lengthy discussion, general agreement was reached*that the ques

tion of rules of origin was extremely important, particularly in trade arrange

ments,, and that it was a matter.of agreeing on the criteria determining whether

or-.'not goods among partner countries are of area origin. It "was pointed'-out

by some delegations that no problem exists with regard to agricultural or~ ■

mineral products produced in the area, which would obviousiy^jualify -for ai^ea

origin.. .Conversely, simpiy re-packaged goods would not., qualify., .The dif-""~

ficulty arises with.;.regard to manufactured goods-:with imported: components',' where

_there are possibilities of abuse. In those.cases, some criteria have to be"

adopted regarding the proportion of value added or the type of manufacture --

ing process that would qualify the^product for area origin. The meeting. -r

decided that the matter of rules, of origin.was an important element of"a:"'

model convention, and that this should be' drawn to the attention of member1
States.

Gpmmon external tariff .-.,■.■■ ■■.■■-,

28. This item was not discussed,"''but could be taken up by countries which

would want to form customs,.unions or common1 markets.
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Customs co-operation ;

29, It was agreed that this subject had been already adequately covered

under agenda item 4*

Industrial co-operation

30, The Executive. Secretary reminded the meeting of.the activities' of

the secretariat., in this, field, and referred to the v.aripus sub-regional

meetings already held (Bamako,, Lusaka, Cairo Symposium) as well.as to

the. forthcoming. Niamey meeting, ..He.alao specifically referred to tfce

proposed Economic Comrauna-ty. :of., Eastern Africa, and suggested that -this

meeting should., recommend an intensification of efforts in the direction

of industrial co-operation-in African: sub-regions, and also ,reGO'minert#

agreement on the principle of the creation of sub-regional ,econpmic^.

communities. The Executive Secretary also pointed out that although.
.-. . '--rn.--;: rf r~sT?..:b:-t* -3 £>/, .-1-'??.". ■ " " •■ '•■ ■■■■■"■■' -' ■-■..'■

this meeting was convened to deal specifically with intra-African Trade,

it was clear that in the absence of agreements on location of new

industry which would ensure reciprocity of benefits-,-—trad-e- would- "trend"

to .benefit, the. stronger ..countries. Collective applications from the

sub^.egions might hav.e to be made -to appropriate international agencies

-£o.r.,technical assistance .and financial aid to the weaker "countries, to

permirt -fullest, exploitation of their resources. The experience af-iae

Chad Basin Commission was cited by one delegation in support of -this :

idea, . « ■ ... ■

31 * ... It was jRentioned by...one of the delegations that the problem of,

location, of industry.would have jtp be solved through co-ordination of

national development plans, and that to this end boards ougbt to- be .■

established with a view to determining scientifically th£ location of

industry in the sub-regions. , • ;■

32. One delegation pointed out .the problem of. possible, future .competi-

tion between the various, sub-regions in the same or similar industries.

Another delegation felt that industrial and economic 00-operation was

the foundation of any convention^ and that this should be stated in the
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introduction to it. This matter should be further;1'discussed, at sub--

regional industrialization meetings and then referred to the Working

Party on Integration, before deciding the precise terms in which this

element should be incorporated in the model convention.

33, Some discussion took place on the problems of foreign investment,

especially with regard to the competition for its location among various

African countries. A suggestion was made for the creation of committees
"i■j ■ j. "-.■ ■ ■■' ' f '■''•■'.■■' ■ ■■ ■
responsible for approving foreign investment in the sub-region on a

mutually agreed basis among the member States. Caution was urged in the

matter of concluding agreements with foreign investors, with particular

attention to the terms of such agreements from the point of view of

the interest of the African countries involved*

34, The meeting agreed^that in drawing up the ,sub-regional conventions,

the establishment of,multinational large-ecale. industries should be.

strongly taken .into consideration- .

Payments Arrangements ' ■

35, The Executive'Secretary informed the Working Party of the recent

meeting of the Governors of African Central Banks, and its recommenda

tion for studies'"'on the financing of trade between neighbouring African

countries. Contact has'been already established with the IMF on this

matter.

Co-ordination of Economic Policy

36, The Executive Secretary stressed the importance of arriving at

mutually agreed commercial policy by African countries vis-a-vis the

outside world, as work on the expansion of intra-African trade goes on,

within an institutional framework yet to be evolved.

Institutions

37, The meeting agreed that the matter of institutions for the arrange

ments discussed above could be best left for the consideration of member

States of the sub-regions, .
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R^COMMDATIONS OP ffl, UOBKINO PARTI. OK■ HOML

■FOR TRAD^.CO-GP^RATIOIJ IN. AFRICA- •■ .' :. . :

11 "("Agenda Item 6) ■ "; "!

The W0rking Party recommended that therfollowing; should be included,

in. the specified manner, as elements .of. model conventions: (■

(i) products iB5 wmcr TBAii; could j^ pr^d' ■" : H :-

The^ecutive'Secretary be requested to undertake studies which

a-Hat to Ve drawn ^up of products "could'lie freely fraaetf'"Within sub-regionsj
the list should be circulated to member^tates for tneir consideration,

'(ii)

.(.a) .Member.states-shomd.agree. on the following* a time limit for
the reduction and ultimately for the complete elimination of

.-:-. . . ^de restrictions; the phasing of successive,reductions in

-': :-< ../'-■ '•::itff*i?-aoiS*ri^.^5i#i>he.i^dVOt coverage^. „.,
(b) Member states should generaily adopt the selective'approach' in

the process of trade liberalization, but re.duotion\of ;trade

:.!.,■ . ;barriers should be automatic where feasible. ."

(iii) MOST-FAVOUR^B-FATIOIT CLAUSE ■ .... ... ... .. .. .,

■Provision, shoul.dlibe made, to -p.r.event concession^ made to facilitate

sub.region.al and intr^regional trade bei^g claimed'by ^on-African-'thirdi
parth states (international trading partners) under existing most-favoured-
nation arrangements.

(iv) DISTRIBUTION OF Ba

Member states should pay particular attention to the problem of
of securing an equitable distribution of benefits.

(v) TRANSPORT AHD TRANSIT

^ach sub-region should decide for itself on whether and how to

include clauses covering the treatment of goods in transit from one member
state to another.

(vi) RUL.JS OP uRIGIN

Member states should recognize the importance of rules of origin
in model conventions.
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(vii) INDUSTRIAL CO-OPiRATION ' -

(a) Member states should intensify their efforts to achieve

industrial co-operation on a sub-regional basis; 4

("fa) Sub-regional economic committees for industrial harmonization m

;.. _: ■ :■:■: ;• should be 'establi'Shed:; ■ " • •- ■ ■■■"■■" -• -■■ ■*-■

(c) It ;sh.Q.uld.be recognized that an agreed- poliey on industrial

location is a necessary part of ensuring equitable benefits

to member states; this would require the co-ordination of
■■ ■ ■ :.. ..;■ -■ .-■-. ■ -■■-« ■-■ ■■■'■'"■ ■■■■■•■ - - -

national development plans and the establishment 5of. -boards -

to allocate industries; . . .■ : *!_.•■<*:• -' '■'■■ ■■■'■

(d) Precise formulation of policies in this respect should await

further discussion by the sub-regional meetings on industrial

. ■-■■■::,..; development and the forking'Party on Integration.

": '(-viil) FOREIGN IIJV^SWI^T '

■■'■ ■ Member states should consider the'desirability of establishing

Committees to supervisee %hv terns and direction of' foreign investment in

:-the" ":' L

The establishm.-nt of multi-national large-scale industry should

be seriously considered by member states.

._ - (x) Member states, in-.- the -sub-region should themselves decide on

appropriate institutions for sub-regional economic co-operation.

-■ i l
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(Agenda Item 5) '

In considering this item the. delegates had-oefore them as work-

pape^-'-the.-followingidocument. The Relevance of l^C'IUD to Africa'-s

Trade ^Pro blears CB/CM^4/>.^l/4- and Add.l). There were also two ,,Ca ■

background papers and numerous documents whioh-had been made available

b^ the I3I-.CT.jp..

^•■2. 'The ^eoretar^-Oen-eral'^f me^aD/Dr. ' ^ul'Prebisoh;, : was invite d'to

make a statement. Dr. Prebi&eh.-stressed the^paramount ^importance • Qf ', -

y,regional .co.mmigsions in. con^ct;i.on. with ro/CT..U)fs work and .described

the main, problems ..relating tp:th,e,next Conference. 'While .-no.}; "many

concrete results have been achieved.since the Geneva Conference,

-■ certain, of the i^eas that .emerged from it. had .gained ground, for ..in- .

stance, those,on supplementary.financing and on preferences- However,

t^ere_.was still a lon^ difficult .road ahead. : The faeqretary-General

felt that his presence at this #join1; meeting presented an excellent .-■■•"

opportunity to hear African opinions and to define problems to be

discussed at the''fourth session of 'the Trade ana Development Board. ■■'■'•"

3-_ . He felt that success w9uld depend on the concentration on the Kay'

problems and that the dispersal of effort should be avoided. The main '

problems appear to be;

(a) Commercial policies,

(b) Finance;,

"(c) Commodity policies j and ' - ■"■ '" f

"'"(d) Maritinie transport. ' ■ .--..■..... ..

■•■' ■■''-'' ■ ■ ■ . .- ,■ it . ,.__ . ., .,.. , _ .. _

4,. On the, first question/was the view of the Secretary-General that

.developing countries .should formulate a world commercial ejo¥i<^Xrathe_
than present a series of isolated proposals.t> Historically, the benefits

of.trade liberalization had mainly accrued to the benefit of the deve-.

lopftd-countries-because the traditional, policies ha4 not b^en adapj^d

to-uthe:^iffeo:-ence.s ■ in degree of ec;onom-ic. development- and. between-economic

and S6ciali-:sygtems.. For instance, this new-policy could be .3

into the1 Kennedy houftS. He- also pointed out that the "reduction--of;
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tariffs araon^, the developing countries themselves was an essential part

of the world policy. On the matter of preferences the Secretary-General

recognized that developing countries at different stages of development

would benefit unequally. This problem should be dealt.with. -He stressed

that in course of. time when there is no more threat of .external disequili-

birium the duties of developing countries should be re-adjusted towards

those,Qf developed countries. .. .

5. The elimination of the trade gap of the trade gap of the developing

countries requires both exports of manufactures.to developed countries, and

import substitution, on multinational.lines. . , .

6. On the second question, there -was:no longer any doubt that developing

countries could absorb substantial amounts of additional financial aid.

The Secretary-General' welcomed the recent IBRD study on supplementary

financing as a constructive proposal which will be further examined by UNCTAD;

He urged that there were two aspects to this namely the principles of

supplementary financing which was acceptable--to all and the mechanisms

of operation which may be controversial.

7. On the third question he felt that commodity policies should be a

very "strong element in the next Conference and stated that the UHCTAD

secretariat is preparing:a draft report on commodity problems. Parti

cular attention'ought to 'be paid to the financing of buffer stocks.

Regarding maritime transportation freight rates presented an important

problem for the developing countries.

8. The Secretary-General concluded in statin^ his deep conviction that

UNCTaU, with the co-operation of the regional commission, must formulate a

bold policy which would secure for the developing countries a significant

advance -in their.rates1 of economic development, which higherto had been

only Enjoyed by developed countries. Anew economic order, enabling this

to happen, must be established.

9. The observer from UttCTAD reported on the implementation of the reco

mmendations of the first Conference.of the UHCTAD, He referred to a -

.resolution.of the Second Session of the Trade and Development Board in,

terms of which.the Secretary-General of UNCTAD was asked to prepare

annually .the report on trade and development. Member states.should .

assess implementation against this report.
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10. For the purpose of" the first report the Board had decided to ask

governments to submit relevant information to the secretary-General.

To help governments provide appropriate information the beoretary-

'General had circulated an outline of the first ivport. The observer

pointed out that the outline comprised chapters on a general review

of trends in world trade during,1 the first half of the 1960*8, commer-

oial po>licias, primary commodity problems, export of manufactures,

financing1 and invisibles. The observer pointed out that it would be

extremely useful in the preparation of the final repo-t if African

governments would communicate details of tueir experiences under the

appropriate heads.

11, In considering the way in which the report could be strengthened

by^. illustrative examples the UNCTaD representative-mentioned a study

suggested in the working paper (^/cr.14/ ?*UA)i vis., that of esti- .

mating, the effects an,.the GJianaian ecqnomy.of exporting .processed

rather than raw cofipa, On the question.of finance the UNQTAfl observer

spoke of. the proposal in the working paper ,.f©x an international tax ~..

system. He suggested that the vjCa Secretariat might usefully develop

this idea further and that it could be introduced into international

discussion at an appropriate moment.

12, In conclusion, the, observer .remarked that .arguments had /been made,

that the Implementation report, tended towards a. confrontation "between^

developed and developing countries because it- seemed to make demands

|>nly on the former....In this circumstance., it wap.important that the.

developing countries report on .their, efforts so that it would be clear

that the lack of growth in these countries was not due to lack of

effort. For exaaple African governments could report on the difficulties

of the burden of debt-repayment and ttie examination in specific instances

of the supposed inverse correlation between freight rates and tariff ratios

The real bottleneck was in the foreign sector,

13. It was agreed to recommend to governments that they give urgent
'■■■■[' ■ ■

attention to the question from UNCTAD.
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14v-The- questtf&i of the second' Conference of UHGTAi'was discussed with

particular reference to"the -bearing'of this"session on African problems.

Sdfcev comment waB:taade on' the extent to which the Second Conference '"'''

could-secure'the acceptability of the special and general' principles "

adopted at"the first Conference. Considerable discussion took.place"°

on the' ques-tion of preferences fbr'produc ts" fWtheWeiopint' coun^

tries'into the:markets of'the developed countries."' Itjks'generally''

agreed that sinCe^AfriCair States were 'among' the less'developed^of the '

developing-couhtries,-Africa'had probably ilitl^^ gain immediately" ;

from the granting of preferences for manufactured prduucts.'" The"^ "

Secretary-General. of^UKG ^D.surges ted . that one way o.f-^^aling-wi-th this

problem would -be. ...for .the more...advanced-of the ^^&l6^m^Q6miiri&s H&'

liberalize their ,^d,e ::witi; .less-.;.developed-countrd^ paxa passu'-%ith>- -

the expansi.^ of i&a.Lr .own -exp.or.t® to-. developed.^coAfrit^iesV ;1 In-this::' -;

it' was-.^l^-au^gea.tedt.iihat -the.less' de-v^UQJed of the1 deve---

opuntries- oould;jre.,peive auditionai financial-a-fis-i^tanc:e.- •■ •■■--,-■-

15."- It'was-agreedthat African" countries should" support "the" general '

demana for prefereiicfes, but° it .as also' recognized that such preferences

should have a time limit attached to them' when" granted to particular '

countries. Given the pj-eaent relative la'ck of-industries in Africa,- :-

it.was-.widely, u^ged.;:that. U^TAD.could perform a -useful service for -1 ■ -;

Africa in helping-to .secure the..-funds-. - necessary .to Tinance industrialisa

tion. It was alio pointed out thatv,for specific:comffioaities^ preferences

might, be. granted- to,- the less.; developed:.of. the' developing countries-alone.

16. During the'"'discussion" on 'Commodity Agreements it was pointed out"

problems required solutiortSo(Jt£^r^ari ■puffer '"stick. 'The '^ecretary- " "

Generial'^f-1M:«&- pointed ^u^^hUt^'in "eJmp^a:si^ing buffer "stocks "lie had"

not intended to exclude other aspe-CJts^i; Ulf^rAX :lri "fact intended'' to '' '

tackle the whole spectrum of commodity problems. The secretary-General

had seen in the working papers that the ,.Ca Secretariat were concerned

about commodity problems and he would welcome any suggestions for dealing
with them.
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17- The Secretariat pointed out that the second conference of the

UKC1UD should concern itself with commercial policy, financial matters,

especially compensatory financing commodity problems and problems

relating to invisible trade. The iixecutive Secretary was concerned at

the range of topics to be covered and suggested an extraordinary meeting

of the Joint forking Party to consider the second Conference of the

UNGT.-ip, There was gsnera-1 agreement on.the need for such a meeting and

*n the .desirability of a meeting of all developing- countries before-- ■

the second .Conference of the UNCT^D. •" * ■ ■" ■

18. '■ On the request of a delegate, the observer from the I£,,D gave an

account of the main characteristics of his. Organisation.'s recent report

on supplementing financial measures. . . , ;

19, .There was- some discussion of African -representation -on ■the U17CrJ?Al)

Committee and Secretariat.- '-There--was also some discussion on the1 venue

for .the next Conference-anu there 'Was a g&he-ral feeli.g that i't.^ttould

be desirable if there were offers forthcoming from African countries.

One delegate indicated that his country might issue an invitation.
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Item 5)

Member states are ur^ed to, give urgent consideration to the ques :

tionnaire .from 1fte Secretary-General .of ttye, t WCTaj} rel^ti^-. to ..the :. .m

Implementation keport, . . ,„

;■

■Member state's should-..support attempts ;to-;se.cure-1 prefereftCes-"^ in"->■"■■■

the developed market economies for the expo-ta.of maiiufaciured goods ."..">

from the developing countries. It should, however, "be recognized. .

that appropriate safeguards, of the .interests of. the.^ess developed, of., .

the. develppin^ countries .would have to "be provided,.

An extraofainary session of the'Working'"Party should'be'convened

for the purpose of formulating African positions vis-a-vis the

UTGTAD Conference. This meeting should take place before the

next session of the Traae and Development Board.

It is desirable that there should be a meeting of all tne deve

loping countries before the second UTTCTaD Conference,




